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Vittorio De Seta is considered one of the most influential Italian film directors of 

the 1950s especially for his trilogy of Sicilian documentaries Lu Tempu di li Piscispata 

(1954), Contadini del Mare (1956) and Pescherecci (1958).1 These documentaries have 

had a tremendous impact on the theoretical development of the documentary and 

ethnographic cinema in Italy. More often than not, De Seta’s work is remembered in 

connection with neorealism as being directly influenced by it, but, personally, I believe 

De Seta’s non-fiction works of the 1950s are closer to other traditions such as the 

ethnographic surrealism.2 Because of his sporadic production, De Seta is still an 

enigmatic figure in the canon of Italian cinema, but, at the same time, his work is still 

celebrated worldwide in the field of documentary studies. The Sicilian documentaries 

were all shot and produced between 1954 and 1959 and they still receive praise today for 

their advanced refinement in the uses of montage and sound.3 

In my work, I will analyze the three Sicilian documentaries adopting an eco-

critical perspective, borrowing interpretative tools and the theoretical framework of those 

studies that focus on the relationship between human culture and nature. Such a 

framework, allows us to see how Vittorio De Seta’s documentaries skillfully recreate the 

Sicilian fishermen culture and the anthropo-shere in which they operate, highlighting the 

relationship between animals, the landscape, the production of culture and the economic 



system. De Seta’s Sicilian landscape is a natural complex reality in which the human and 

the non-human actors interact. In this Sicily, life, death, nature and culture are tightly 

inter-connected, until the emergence of the capitalist logic of exploitation of the natural 

resources and the technological evolution of the means of production put at risk the 

human culture that derives from this relationship. In this sense, De Seta’s works of the 

1950s can be considered proto-environmentalist cultural artifacts, and they can serve as 

important educational and ethical devices in the debate on the past and future of Italian 

endangered bioregionalism. In particular, the contemporary configuration of the 

Mediterranean Sea is what Iovino would call a necro-region: 

A dying region is literally at odds with the very idea of bioregion. A 

detectable state of cultural and ecological abandon indicates that it would 

be more realistic to speak of a necroregion. The “story” and “wisdom” of 

places seem on the verge of extinction. In a landscape of suburban 

countryside made of houses, industrial sites, electric power plants, and 

decommissioned nuclear power reactors, the “story” and “wisdom” of 

places seem on the verge of extinction. Once the familiar bond that 

connected people and their landscape has been worn out, a growing sense 

of alienation takes over. (Iovino 102) 

In a time in which the cultural bond between people and landscape is becoming weaker 

and weaker every day, De Seta’s films remind us of a time in which the “point of no 

return” of this process was about to be passed. The key to understand De Seta’s eco-

ethics is to analyze the three Sicilian documentaries in succession, because their implicit 

ethic can be fully understood reading them both chronologically and consequentially. 

Moreover, De Seta’s films can be considered precursors of the eco-cinema, even if the 

term “eco-cinema” has not found an ultimate formal definition: 

Some critics tend to define “eco-film” as a film that has a conceptual; 

content that more or less explicitly promotes ecological ideas, or, more 



generally, ecological sensibility. This conceptual content is usually 

understood to heighten viewers awareness of concepts such as ecocentrism 

and ecological interconnectedness (Ingram 44). 

De Seta’s Sicilian works can also be part of the educational scope of eco-critical practice. 

As Iovino recalls in Ecologia Letteraria: 

È chiaro, dunque, che nello "statuto disciplinare" dell'ecocriticismo c’è un 

portato educativo (esso è il tentativo di suscitare “un più alto livello di 

consapevolezza”), sorretto da una visione ecologica di fondo: le attività 

culturali e letterarie non cadono nel vuoto e non provengono dal nulla. 

Comunque le si consideri, esse esprimono sempre una relazione ad un 

ambiente e una presa di posizione tematica nei suoi confronti, secondo una 

visione ecologica della cultura e della mente. […] Interagendo con la 

società, la letteratura può rispecchiare le tensioni del presente e creare 

nuove "mitologie": essa può costruire una serie di costruzioni implicite 

che una società consegna ai suoi membri, dicendo loro cosa ha valore e 

come comportarsi per preservare ciò che si considera dotato di valore.4 

In Lu Tempu di li Piscispata, and the following films as well, the author’s explicit 

presence is limited to the opening statement. The purpose of this choice was to let the 

spectators focus on the power of the image and more importantly of sound: 

[…] Di li a pochi mesi, ho fatto Lu Tempu di li Piscispata che era un 

lavoro difficile, visto che già era difficile stare sulla barca a fare riprese. 

Per me la cosa determinate fu l’abolizione del commento. Incominciai a 

girare le prime inquadrature, senza avere un chiaro progetto. Alla sera 

ascoltavo il sonoro, che avevo registrato con ricchezza, voci, suoni, canti, 

musiche, rumori del mare, atmosphere. Sentivo che era un elemento 

determinante perché, abolendo lo speaker, che rappresentava l’ossatura 

ideologica del documentario, il film si deve reggere sulle proprie forze. 

Così viene in primo piano il sonoro; tutta la struttura deve essere fondata 

sul ritmo. Sulla base del sonoro, che non era un suono “sinc” ma 

ricostruito, mi componevo in testa la struttura del documentario, prima di 

poter vedere finalmente le immagini.5 

Naturally, the author’s presence is still perceivable in the film as the entire documentary 

is based on a fast-paced montage, making obvious the intervention of De Seta in 



composing the images and sound. In the fast rowing sequence, for example, the point of 

view of the camera rapidly alternates from the inside of the boat to a bird’s eye view of 

the sea. In none of those frames is it’s possible to see the camera or the director, breaking 

the “reality effect” of the documentary form, which for the De Seta is no longer a 

fundamental thing to preserve.6 The “skeleton” of the film is formed by the sound and 

rhythm and by the innovative interaction of diegetic and non-diegetic sound. Human 

singing and sounds of the nature interact following the form and the content of the 

documentary itself, making more evident the bond between the “cultural” and the 

“natural”. In fact, of the three Sicilian documentaries, Lu Tempu di li Piscispata shows 

the most primitive, unspoiled and tight relationship between human and non-human 

actors in the Sicilian anthropo-sphere and the eventual production of culture. In an 

interview, De Seta explained the importance of sound in his films: 

I siciliani lo capiscono; urla: Va cchiù for a”, “Va justu!”, “Va 

cchiùnterra… A terricedda!” Sono grida gutturali, contrazioni di frasi, 

indicazioni e incitamenti che servono a dare forza. Finché quello che sta 

sull’albero più piccolo non vede il pesce, l’altro smette di urlare. Quel 

suono è senso e ritmo nello stesso tempo. Ogni lavoro veniva 

accompagnato da un ritmo. Tutta la vita popolare, allora, era costellata da 

canti: sacri, di lavoro, di festa. Era normale. Colpisce che oggi siano 

scomparsi del tutto.7 

De Seta’s film and the Sicilian fishermen portrayed in it share the same conception on the 

function of rhythm and sound as fundaments of their work. The fast-paced scene of the 

chase of the swordfish and its eventual catch show how culture, in the form of singing, is 

literally serving as a tool of survival. Orders, singing, rituals of the fishing are passed 

through the centuries in the form of popular oral culture and as a medium of economic 

sustenance. The old generation teaches the techniques of fishing together with an implicit 



ethic of respect of the sea and its creatures, without whom the community would cease to 

exist.  

  

 

Figure 1. The famous sequence in which the Sicilian fishermen chase the swordfish. 

The chase scene, which is central for the film structure, also suggests a process of 

metamorphosis of the boat into animal form. In fact, the oars metaphorically become fins, 

the mainmast becomes the dorsal fin, and finally the harpoon takes the form of the sword 

of the pisci spata. In the first part of the scene, montage and rhythm conceal the final 

transformation of the boat. Focusing on the close interaction between the living parts that 

compose the body and the collective mind of this animal-like human bio-machine, De 

Seta portrays the perfect mechanism that centuries of human / natural culture have 

refined: the rowers, the harpooner, the look-out boy and the swordfish all play a role in 

this “pesca antichissima le cui origini si perdono nel buio dei tempi”8. The natural logic 

of the “bigger fish eats the small one” is evoked when the human-fish after a long chase 

finally captures, dismembers and weights the swordfish. 

 



   

 

Figure 2. The catch and dismemberment of the swordfish. 

The fishing portrayed in Lu Tempu Di Li Pisci Spata is of subsistence type, since 

no evidence of trade, profit or even money is shown.9 On the contrary, when one would 

expect the moment of capitalist transaction to take place, De Seta not only implies a more 

primitive / traditional model of subsistence, but also shows the popular culture in its 

making. Instead of the economic transaction, De Seta displays the enactment of cultural 

bonds between humans and the nature. Music, dances and singing involve adults and 

children, men and women, while all together celebrate the end of a successful fishing day 

under the light of a lampara.10 

   

Figure 3. The community celebrates a successful day of fishing. 

 De Seta is suggesting that this is the moment of some sort of “cultural 

imprinting” for the young generation. The dances, the music, the singing are the cultural 

tools through which the bond of humans with nature is transmitted and becomes part of 

the humans’ mode of existence. The cyclicality is stressed by the final images of the 



documentary that show “new” fishermen getting ready for the night fishing. This sense of 

cyclicality resonates also in the words of the De Seta. 

Tra i tanti pregi della cultura contadina c’era l’assenza d’individualismo e 

invece l’importanza del gruppo, dello stare insieme. Non c’era l’attuale 

desiderio di “essere”, di “apparire”. In un rapporto naturale con il mondo, 

l’esigenza individualistica era meno forte. Il senso di una collettività al cui 

interno gli individui hanno un giusto posto, è un retaggio del mondo 

naturale 11. 

 

 

Figure 4. Children attend the celebration while other fishermen prepare the boats for the night fishing. 

Following the evolution of these themes in the next documentaries, makes his 

position clearer. The second documentary, Contadini del Mare, is in fact very different 

from Lu Tempu di li Pisci Spata. Once again, diegetic and non-diegetic sound is used to 

establish the rhythm of the image-flow and of the montage. Chatting and singing human 

voices create this rhythm along with the natural sounds of the waves, which substitute the 

human voices while the fisherman await for the tuna fish to fall into their trap. 



  

 

Figure 5. The fishermen wait for the tuna fish to fall into their trap. 

 Stuck into the sea-square created by the boats, the tuna fish have no other option 

but jumping into the fishing boats where the Sicilian fishermen finally kill them. When 

the fight of humans and fish ends and the tuna blood colors the water, the Sicilian 

fishermen stand on their boats, take their hats off and sing a symbolical “requiem”, a 

devotional hymn to nature honoring a successful fishing. At this point, for the first time, 

an engine-powered boat appears to drag the full fishing boats back to the coast. 

   

Figure 6. Fish blood colors the sea and the fishing boat is dragged back to the coast. 

The juxtaposition of human and nature voices is finally silenced by the noise of 

the engine of the machine, revealing a step further towards the dissolution of the natural 

bond. The fishing ecological model of Contadini del Mare is completely different, as it 

represents an important turning point from Lu Tempu di li Pisci Spata and Pescherecci. 

Obviously, the different ecological approaches correspond to very different types of 



fishing. The fishing of the swordfish, tuna and sardines require a wide diversity of 

techniques and technological equipment and the three documentaries clearly show this. 

What is more interesting is noticing how an increasing level of technology and capitalist 

structure correspond to fewer moments of cultural production. De Seta by progressively 

substituting the natural voices of the Sicilian sea with the mechanical voices of 

exploitation ends up showing a landscape, or better, a seascape, in which the natural 

culture is rapidly dying. The dances and songs of the children have been usurped by the 

constant noise of the boat engine, as the fishermen and the sea stand motionlessly silent. 

Explaining the reason behind these documentaries, De Seta stated: 

[…] sono di Palermo e di questa pesca al pesce spada ne avevo sentito 

parlare. Forse sotterraneamente c’era anche il presentimento di qualcosa 

che stava scomparendo e che valeva la pena di fermare, di filmare. Era una 

sensazione condivisa da altri.12 

At the same time, even if the ending symbolically shows the emergence of the process of 

industrialization, Contadini del Mare still presents a non-completely-alienated 

relationship between humans and nature. The fishermen work as a collective body with 

separate roles and functions and even show an act of gratitude and respect for the fish that 

have just lost their lives on the boats. Contadini del Mare truly represents the moment of 

transition from a human culture strongly tied to the natural landscape and its inhabitants, 

to a dying bioregion in which humans, silenced by the noise of modern capitalism, are 

incapable of creating a natural culture and of transmitting it to the next generation.  

Pescherecci represents the final, logical, depressing stage of this journey of 

alienation. Here, the focus is on the workers of the motorized fishing boats. The more 

traditional fishing methods evolve into new industrialized and exploitative models of sea-



harvesting and the engine-powered boats open new possibilities, but end the old 

traditional ways of fishing. The noise of the boat is all-covering and permeates the air, 

making the dialogue between the human voices and the sounds of the sea impossible. 

Modernization has weakened the link between humans and the nature by preventing the 

men from hearing the landscape and, consequentially, from producing culture. This 

hybris leads to the struggle between human and nature represented here by the raging 

storm, which is also mentioned in the opening words of De Seta: “Esistono migliaia di 

uomini imbarcati sui pescherecci che battono, giorno e notte, la vasta zona di mare tra la 

Sicilia e l’Africa. Quando infuria una tempesta, cercano rifugio presso l’Isola di 

Lampedusa”. 

   

Figure 7. The Sicilian fishermen’s transformation into sea-workers. 

No longer being fishermen, nor “sea-farmers”, but now transformed in modern 

“sea-factory” workers, the Sicilian men are now devoured by a “bigger fish”: industrial 

capitalism itself. The fishing boat is their new home, as the cycle of sleep and work 

happens completely on board of their working place. The workers don’t go back to their 

community at the end of the fishing day, but, instead, spend the night at sea, de facto 

weakening not only the bond between culture and nature, but also the idea itself of a 

communal society. De Seta’s stance is clear as it is impossible not to notice the absence 

of vitality and joy of this new economic model that exploits simultaneously the workers 



and the natural environment. As filmmaker Marco Bertozzi noted, De Seta’s cinema is 

resistant to the forces of cultural homologation: 

De Seta avvia un quinquennio di sguardi resistenti alla riduzione culturale 

del paese. In un mondo ferito dall’insanabile frattura fra tradizione e 

modernità, la sua posizione sui processi di assestamento identitario giunge 

a definire un archivio-decalogo senza precedenti. […] I suoi film 

affrontano le cosiddette “culture subalterne” con visioni accorate, in grado 

di scolpire nella forma un livello comunicativo epurato dalla necessità del 

didattico.13 

His films represent resistance not only to the homologating force of modernity, but also 

to the destruction of the relationship that human civilizations had with nature. 

In conclusion, the three documentaries show layers of complexity in the depiction 

of human / non-human cultural interactions. De Seta’s documentaries are timeless 

masterpieces that deserve much more attention and a closer analysis reveals how they can 

still effectively engage in a dialogue with today’s cultural and ecological concerns. The 

technical and aesthetical choices of De Seta are innovative and conceptually intriguing, 

especially when also the implicit environmental ethics of the films are considered. The 

eco-critical lens successfully exposes the tension between man and landscape and helps 

us shedding new light on cultural artifacts of the past without luring us into anachronistic 

fallacies. It is, in fact, our reading of De Seta’ work that adds new ethical meanings to the 

ones originally intended. Finally, the Sicilian documentaries remind us how unfortunate 

our perspective is. De Seta lets our gaze linger on a Mediterranean Sea full of life that 

seems too far away in time to resemble its contemporary necrotic configuration. 

 

 



NOTES 

                                                             
1 The Time of the Swordfish, Sea Farmers, and Fishing Boats. 
2 Land without bread of Buñuel comes to mind, as well as Painlevé’s L’hippocampe, La 

Piouvre and Les Oursines, or Jean Rouch’s Les Maitres Fous. 
3 For example, Durham’s 2009 Full Frame International documentary festival dedicated 

an entire evening to Vittorio De Seta’s films.  
4 “It is clear that in the ecocritical “disciplinary statute” there is an educational scope (the 

attempt to raise a “higher level of awareness”), that is sustained by an overarching 

ecological mindset: the cultural and literary activities do have an impact and they do 

originate from somewhere. Nevertheless, they always express a relationship with a 

certain environment and a stance towards it, according to an ecological view of culture 

and mind. […] Interacting with society, literature can reflect the conflicts of the present 

time and originate new “mytholgies”: it can create structures that a certain society will 

eventually transfer to its members, telling them what is valuable and what are the 

behaviours to preserve what is considered valuable” (Iovino 2006: 63 traduzione mia). 
5 “[…] few months afterwards, I made Lu Tempu di li Piscispata, a difficult film, since it 

was hard to shoot film on a boat. The critical thing for me was the suppression of the 

commentary. I started shooting without having a clear project in my mind. By night, I 

would carefully listen to the abundant recorded sound of the voices, the sounds, the 

singing, the music, the noises of the sea, the atmosphere. I felt it was crucial because, 

suppressing the speaker, which was the ideological skeleton of the documentary, the film 

had to stand by itself. This way, the sound becomes prevalent; all the structure has to be 

based on the rhythm. The sound was not live recorded, it was “montaged” in the studio, 

and based on it I would compose the structure of the film in my mind, and only 

afterwards I would take a look at the images” (Fofi and Volpi 11 traduzione mia). 
6 A similar device is famous in Buñuel’s famous 1933 ethno-fictional film Las Hurdes, 

Tierra Sin Pan. In one scene in particular, the death of a goat is shot on film from 

different angles and in none of them the camera is visible, making obvious the fictional 

construction and the multi-take nature of the whole scene. 
7 “Sicilian people can understand it; he scream: “Va cchiù for a”, “Va justu!”, “Va 

cchiùnterra… A terricedda!” They are guttural cries, contracted sentences, instructions 

and encouraging incitation.[…] That sound is meaning and rhythm at the same time. 

Every work was paced by a rhythm. At that time, the popular life as a whole was filled 

with hymns: religious, work and celebration songs. It used to be the norm. Surprisingly 

they have completely disappeared in our contemporary world” (Fofi and Volpi 12 

traduzione mia) 
8 “Ancient mode of fishing that derives its origin from the darkness of time”. 
9 As for example happens in La Terra Trema, in the famous scene in which the fish are 

sold immediately after the catch and ‘Ntoni throws the scales into the sea as a form of 

protest. 
10 The traditional light lamp used for night fishing. 
11 “Among the many virtues of rural culture was the lack of individualism and the 

importance of the collectivity, of being together. The current cravings for “being” and 

“appear” were absent. In a natural relation with the world, the demand for individualism 



                                                                                                                                                                                     
was weaker. An understanding of collectivity in which the individuals can find a place 

(and role) is a legacy of the natural world” (Fofi and Volpi 16 traduzione mia). 
12 “[…] I am from Palermo and I had heard about this swordfish fishing. Maybe 

uncociously, we had a feeling that it was about to disappear and that it was worth trying 

to freeze it, and film it. Many of us had this feeling” (Fofi e Volpi 14 traduzione mia). 
13 “De Seta starts a five-year-period of gazes that oppose the cultural reduction of Italy. In 

a world wounded by the incurable fracture between tradition and modernity, his stance on 

the processes that shape the cultural identities creates an unprecedented archive / manual. 

[…] His works depict the so-called “subaltern cultures” from a concerned perspective 

that can shape a communicative standard that is ultimately freed from didactic purposes” 

(Bertozzi 156 traduzione mia). 
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